Here, a description of the mean NAM evolution following SSWs in the model forecasts is provided and compared to observations. Figure S1a shows the mean (or composite) timeheight evolution of the NAM index for the selected 20 SSWs derived from the ERA reanalyses, where day 0 represents the initial date when the NAM index at 30 hPa drops below the -2.5 threshold used to identify the SSW events. It shows the long time scale (>30 days) disturbance in the lower stratosphere following SSWs, and the intermittent downward influence on the troposphere. Figure S1b shows the equivalent NAM evolution for the model forecast. Because the modelled NAM in Fig.S1b is defined relative to the climatology of the freely running AMIP runs rather than the climatology of the reanalysis, a comparison of the NAM response between panels a and b is only well posed after roughly day 15. Prior to this time, the forecasts are constrained to follow reanalysis (prior to day 0) and they undergo a drift from the observed initial conditions towards the evolution of the free model (from day 0 to roughly day 15). Consequently, prior to day 15, the NAM response in the model forecasts includes artefacts associated with the model's climatological bias relative to the reanalysis resulting in a strong negative NAM response before day 15. After 15 days, the mean time-height NAM evolution in the model forecasts is nearly identical to that in NAM composites derived from the freely running AMIP runs (not shown), from which we conclude that the NAM behaviour in the forecasts has converged toward that in the AMIP runs following SSWs. To eliminate these artefacts in the first 15 days of the forecasts, our analysis focuses on days 16-60 after the SSWs.
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Comparison between the observed and the ensemble averaged forecast NAM evolution between day 16 and 60 suggests that the model forecasts experience a too persistent tropospheric NAM response following warmings, underestimating the observed NAM response on days 15-30 and overestimating the observed NAM response on days 30-60. However, this is probably a reflection of the large internal variability in the observations which are based on only 20 SSW events, and the fact that the model composites are based on the mean of 10 different ensemble members, thus representing 200 albeit not completely independent SSWs. Inspection of the composite NAM evolution for the 10 different model ensemble members, each based on the same 20 SSWs, reveals large intraensemble variability. Figures S1c and S1d show that for time lags longer than 15 days the observed NAM composite generally lies within the range of the ensemble spread of the model forecasts, which suggests that the modelled NAM composite for these time lags is consistent with the observations. 
